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Learning War examines the U.S. Navy’s doctrinal development from 1898–1945
and explains why the Navy in that era was so successful as an organization at
fostering innovation. A revolutionary study of one of history’s greatest success
stories, this book draws profoundly important conclusions that give new insight,
not only into how the Navy succeeded in becoming the best naval force in the
world, but also into how modern organizations can exploit today’s rapid
technological and social changes in their pursuit of success. Trent Hone argues
that the Navy created a sophisticated learning system in the early years of the
twentieth century that led to repeated innovations in the development of surface
warfare tactics and doctrine. The conditions that allowed these innovations to
emerge are analyzed through a consideration of the Navy as a complex adaptive
system. Learning War is the first major work to apply this complex learning
approach to military history. This approach permits a richer understanding of the
mechanisms that enable human organizations to evolve, innovate, and learn, and
it offers new insights into the history of the United States Navy.
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“Rutherford describes [The Book of Humans] as being about the paradox of how
our evolutionary journey turned ‘an otherwise average ape’ into one capable of
creating complex tools, art, music, science, and engineering. It’s an intriguing
question, one his book sets against descriptions of the infinitely amusing
strategies and antics of a dizzying array of animals.”—The New York Times Book
Review Publisher's Note: The Book of Humans was previously published in
hardcover as Humanimal. In this new evolutionary history, geneticist Adam
Rutherford explores the profound paradox of the human animal. Looking for
answers across the animal kingdom, he finds that many things once considered
exclusively human are not: We aren’t the only species that “speaks,” makes
tools, or has sex outside of procreation. Seeing as our genome is 98 percent
identical to a chimpanzee’s, our DNA doesn’t set us far apart, either. How, then,
did we develop the most complex culture ever observed? The Book of Humans
proves that we are animals indeed—and reveals how we truly are extraordinary.
Is peace an aberration? The bestselling author of Paris 1919 offers a provocative
view of war as an essential component of humanity. NAMED ONE OF THE TEN
BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW
AND THE EAST HAMPTON STAR “Margaret MacMillan has produced another
seminal work. . . . She is right that we must, more than ever, think about war. And
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she has shown us how in this brilliant, elegantly written book.”—H.R. McMaster,
author of Dereliction of Duty and Battlegrounds: The Fight to Defend the Free
World The instinct to fight may be innate in human nature, but war—organized
violence—comes with organized society. War has shaped humanity’s history, its
social and political institutions, its values and ideas. Our very language, our
public spaces, our private memories, and some of our greatest cultural treasures
reflect the glory and the misery of war. War is an uncomfortable and challenging
subject not least because it brings out both the vilest and the noblest aspects of
humanity. Margaret MacMillan looks at the ways in which war has influenced
human society and how, in turn, changes in political organization, technology, or
ideologies have affected how and why we fight. War: How Conflict Shaped Us
explores such much-debated and controversial questions as: When did war first
start? Does human nature doom us to fight one another? Why has war been
described as the most organized of all human activities? Why are warriors almost
always men? Is war ever within our control? Drawing on lessons from wars
throughout the past, from classical history to the present day, MacMillan reveals
the many faces of war—the way it has determined our past, our future, our views
of the world, and our very conception of ourselves.
In 1912, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, creator of Sherlock Holmes, wrote a short story
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about a war fought from underwater submersibles that included the sinking of
passenger ships. At the time, it was dismissed by the British generals and
admirals of the day not because the idea of submarines was technically
unfeasible, but because no one could imagine that any nation would be so
depraved as to sink civilian merchant shipps. The future of war more often than
not surprises us less because of some fantastic technical or engineering
dimension but because of some human, political, or moral threshold that we had
never imagined wanting to cross. As Lawrence Freedman shows, the future of
war has a past and a present. Ideas of war, strategies for warfare and its
practice, and organizing principles of war all have rich and varied origins which
have shaped the minds of those who conceive the next war. Freedman shows
how war can be studied systematically and empirically to provide a firm
foundation for enlightened policy. The Future of War--which covers civil wars to
as yet unknown nuclear conflicts, proxy wars (real) to the Cold War (not),
fashionably small wars to the War to End All Wars (it didn’t)--is filled with insight
and fascinating nuggets of military history and culture from one of the most
brilliant military and strategic historians of his generation.
Decisions about war have always been made by humans, but now intelligent
machines are on the cusp of changing things – with dramatic consequences for
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international affairs. This book explores the evolutionary origins of human
strategy, and makes a provocative argument that Artificial Intelligence will
radically transform the nature of war by changing the psychological basis of
decision-making about violence. Strategy, Evolution, and War is a cautionary
preview of how Artificial Intelligence (AI) will revolutionize strategy more than any
development in the last three thousand years of military history. Kenneth Payne
describes strategy as an evolved package of conscious and unconscious
behaviors with roots in our primate ancestry. Our minds were shaped by the need
to think about warfare—a constant threat for early humans. As a result, we
developed a sophisticated and strategic intelligence. The implications of AI are
profound because they depart radically from the biological basis of human
intelligence. Rather than being just another tool of war, AI will dramatically speed
up decision making and use very different cognitive processes, including when
deciding to launch an attack, or escalate violence. AI will change the essence of
strategy, the organization of armed forces, and the international order. This book
is a fascinating examination of the psychology of strategy-making from prehistoric
times, through the ancient world, and into the modern age.
Traditional methods of studying the past have always given greater importance to
nationalist, religious and moral interests, which subordinated the historical fact to
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the System point of view. That's how we have been educated.The time has come
to simplify and show respect for our ancestors, striving to know what really
happened in the past, and not just what they want to inform us about.After so
many years of studying History, I came to the conclusion that the best study
system is through an impartial, objective Chronology that just put each event in
its exact place in time, revealing History without manipulation.This Chronology
contains not only purely political facts, such as the foundation of cities, the birth
of kingdoms and empires, scientific and geographical discoveries, natural
disasters and epidemics; it also includes information on the most different fields
of human activity: chemistry, astronomy, geography, mathematics, and so on. In
parallel, the chronology is complemented by data that do not belong to a specific
date, but to an entire epoch, they are each society generalities, curiosities,
customs, the religion of each civilization, inventions or discoveries that cannot be
placed in an exact date, etc. The result of all this set is one of the most complete
chronologies within its reach, periodically updated with the latest archaeological
and scientific discoveries, and that transforms the reader into an eyewitness of
the past, understanding the relation of geographically distant facts to each other,
but closely connected in time and influencing unexpected consequences. This is
something that traditional history has generally ignored when it was not usable. A
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work of this magnitude could not be published in a single book, so I have divided
it into several collections, and the Spanish originals are being translated into
French, English, Italian and Portuguese. The chronology goes from prehistory to
the present day year by year, as far as possible.For those who prefer a deeper
and more detailed study, I have prepared a second chronology, day by day,
which for now covers from 1789 to 1946, divided into five collections.
The acclaimed author and preeminent military historian John Keegan examines
centuries of human conflict. From primitive man in the bronze age to the end of
the cold war in the twentieth century, Keegan shows how armed conflict has
been a primary preoccupation throughout the history of civilization and how
deeply rooted its practice has become in our cultures. "Keegan is at once the
most readable and the most original of living military historians . . . A History of
Warfare is perhaps the most remarkable study of warfare that has yet been
written."--The New York Times Book Review.
Richard Overy plumbs over 3,000 years of history, from the Fall of Troy in 1200
BC to the Fall of Baghdad in 2003, to locate the 100 battles that he believes the
most momentous. Arranged by themes such as leadership, innovation,
deception, and courage under fire, Overy presents engaging essays on each
battle that together provide a rich picture of how combat has changed through the
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ages, as well as highlighting what has remained consistent despite advances in
technology.
While many books examine specific wars, few study the history of war worldwide and
from an evolutionary perspective. A Global History of War is one of the first works to
focus not on the impact of war on civilizations, but rather on how civilizations impact the
art and execution of war. World-renowned scholar Gérard Chaliand concentrates on the
peoples and cultures who have determined how war is conducted and reveals the
lasting historical consequences of combat, offering a unique picture of the major
geopolitical and civilizational clashes that have rocked our common history and made
us who we are today. Chaliand’s questions provoke a new understanding of the
development of armed conflict. How did the foremost non-European empires rise and
fall? What critical role did the nomads of the Eurasian steppes and their descendants
play? Chaliand illuminates the military cultures and martial traditions of the great
Eurasian empires, including Turkey, China, Iran, and Mongolia. Based on fifteen years
of research, this book provides a novel military and strategic perspective on the crises
and conflicts that have shaped the current world order.
"This volume in the Borden Institute's history series will describe forward US Army
surgery from the 1700s to the present time. The book will look at advances in medicine
and surgery that improved the lot of the American soldier. In particular, the book will
examine the impact of disease upon troop strength, which had special impact in the
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Revolutionary War through the post-Civil War period. Forward surgery in the modern
sense came of age in World War I. The challenge of so many different theaters of
conflict in World War II will be examined from the portable surgical hospital of the ChinaBurma-India Theater of Operations to the surgical evacuation hospital teams of the
European Theater of Operations. The evolving care models will feature the story of the
Korean War mobile army surgical hospital. The defining performance of helicopter air
evacuation in Vietnam, along with improved surgical techniques, will be discussed.
Finally, the many advances of forward surgery from the post-Vietnam era to the present
will be presented."--Provided by publisher.
Acclaimed New York Times journalist and author Chris Hedges offers a critical -- and
fascinating -- lesson in the dangerous realities of our age: a stark look at the effects of
war on combatants. Utterly lacking in rhetoric or dogma, this manual relies instead on
bare fact, frank description, and a spare question-and-answer format. Hedges allows
U.S. military documentation of the brutalizing physical and psychological consequences
of combat to speak for itself. Hedges poses dozens of questions that young soldiers
might ask about combat, and then answers them by quoting from medical and
psychological studies. • What are my chances of being wounded or killed if we go to
war? • What does it feel like to get shot? • What do artillery shells do to you? • What is
the most painful way to get wounded? • Will I be afraid? • What could happen to me in
a nuclear attack? • What does it feel like to kill someone? • Can I withstand torture? •
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What are the long-term consequences of combat stress? • What will happen to my
body after I die? This profound and devastating portrayal of the horrors to which we
subject our armed forces stands as a ringing indictment of the glorification of war and
the concealment of its barbarity.
Volume II of The Cambridge History of War covers what in Europe is commonly called
'the Middle Ages'. It includes all of the well-known themes of European warfare, from
the migrations of the Germanic peoples and the Vikings through the Reconquista, the
Crusades and the age of chivalry, to the development of state-controlled gunpowderwielding armies and the urban militias of the later middle ages; yet its scope is worldwide, ranging across Eurasia and the Americas to trace the interregional connections
formed by the great Arab conquests and the expansion of Islam, the migrations of
horse nomads such as the Avars and the Turks, the formation of the vast Mongol
Empire, and the spread of new technologies – including gunpowder and the earliest
firearms – by land and sea.
Even after the experience of WWII and despite the existence of various institutions
such as United Nations to avoid conflict between nations, we have not succeeded in
making a world free from war. The Cold War, the Vietnam War, the intervention of the
superpowers in local conflicts and the spread of terrorism have made this all too clear.
This volume brings together contributions by leading international scholars of various
countries and reconstructs how economists have dealt with issues that have been
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puzzling them for nearly three centuries: Can a war be 'rational'? Does international
commerce complement or substitute war? Who are the real winners and losers of
wars? How are military expenses to be funded? The book offers a refreshing approach
to the subject and how we think about the relations between economics and war.
For more than four thousand years, the horse and rider have been an integral part of
warfare. Armed with weapons and accessories ranging from a simple javelin to the
hand-held laser designator, the horse and rider have fought from the steppes of central
Asia to the plains of North America. Understanding the employment of the military
horse is key to understanding the successes and the limitations of military operations
and campaigns throughout history. Over the centuries, horses have been used to pull
chariots, support armor-laden knights, move scouts rapidly over harsh terrain, and carry
waves of tightly formed cavalry. In War Horse: A History of the Military Horse and Rider,
Louis A. DiMarco discusses all of the uses of horses in battle, including the Greek,
Persian, and Roman cavalry, the medieval knight and his mount, the horse warriorsHuns, Mongols, Arabs, and Cossacks-the mounted formations of Frederick the Great
and Napoleon, and mounted unconventional fighters, such as American Indians, the
Boers, and partisans during World War II. The book also covers the weapons and
forces which were developed to oppose horsemen, including longbowmen, pike armies,
cannon, muskets, and machine guns. The development of organizations and tactics are
addressed beginning with those of the chariot armies and traced through the evolution
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of cavalry formations from Alexander the Great to the Red Army of World War II. In
addition, the author examines the training and equipping of the rider and details the
types of horses used as military mounts at different points in history, the breeding
systems that produced those horses, and the techniques used to train and control
them. Finally, the book reviews the importance of the horse and rider to battle and
military operations throughout history, and concludes with a survey of the current
military use of horses. War Horse is a comprehensive look at this oldest and most
important aspect of military history, the relationship between human and animal, a
weapons system that has been central to warfare longer than any other.
In this comprehensive study, international relations scholar John Weltman explores the
many roles of war in world politics. With topics ranging from the development of
strategic thought to the effects on war of political and technological change, from the
uses of force—and threats of force—to the uses of arms control, from the prominence of
war in history to its likely fate in the post-Cold War world, Weltman's analysis offers a
detailed, thoroughgoing, and rigorous overview of the subject. Throughout, Weltman
questions a number of widely held assumptions. To the conventional argument that the
number of players in the international system determines the incidence and character of
war, he responds with evidence that suggesting that the social, material, and
intellectual context within which conflicts occur is far more influential. Weltman also
questions the prevailing wisdom that democracies are inherently peaceful and
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autocracies inherently warlike, arguing instead that the propensity to wage war—and the
effects of war—are largely the products of prevailing expectations: whether or not war
offers a means for the cheap, easy, and decisive accomplishment of a government's
objectives. And he criticizes the dominant view that conflict—even violent conflict—is
psychologically "abnormal." Drawing upon the traditional distinction between wars of
"attrition" and wars of "annihilation," Weltman sees the trend toward the former—despite
the anomalous Persian Gulf conflict—aslikely to continue. While this trend does not
suggest the end of warfare (much less the "end of history"), it does imply the
localization of conflict and the minimization of the danger of global conflagration. The
"new world order," Weltman concludes, will be far from peaceful, but the conflicts that
do arise will be slow-burning and difficult to spread. Outside intervention in these
conflicts will be costly.
The High Evolutionary declares war on Earth in this eighties Annual extravaganza, and
heroes across the globe must rally to stop him! Featuring the X-Men, Spider-Man, the
New Mutants, the Punisher, X-Factor, the Black Panther, the Inhumans, the Eternals
and the Fantastic Four! With the villainy of the Kingpin, the Hellfire Club, the SuperSkrull and Terminus!
The unprecedented scope and intensity of the First World War has prompted an enormous
body of retrospective scholarship. However, efforts to provide a coherent synthesis about the
war's impact and significance have remained circumscribed, tending to focus either on the
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operational outlines of military strategy and tactics or on the cultural legacy of the conflict as
transmitted bythe war's most articulate observers. This volume departs from traditional
accounts on several scores: by exploring issues barely touched upon in previous works, by
deviating from the widespread tendency to treat the experiences of front and homefront
isolation, and by employing a thematic treatment that, by considering the construction of
authority and identity between 1914 and 1918, illuminates the fundamental question of how
individuals, whether in uniform or not, endured the war's intrusion into so many aspects of their
public and private lives.
Nicholas Murray's The Rocky Road to the Great War examines the evolution of field
fortification theory and practice between 1877 and 1914. During this period field fortifications
became increasingly important, and their construction evolved from primarily above to below
ground. The reasons for these changes are crucial to explaining the landscape of World War I,
yet they have remained largely unstudied. The transformation in field fortifications reflected not
only the ongoing technological advances but also the changing priorities in the reasons for
constructing them, such as preventing desertion, protecting troops, multiplying forces,
reinforcing tactical points, providing a secure base, and dominating an area. Field fortification
theory, however, did not evolve solely in response to improving firepower or technology.
Rather, a combination of those factors and societal ones-for example, the rise of large
conscript armies and the increasing participation of citizens rather than subjects-led directly to
technical alterations in the actual construction of the fieldworks. These technical developments
arose from the second wave of the Industrial Revolution in the late nineteenth century that
provided new technologies that increased the firepower of artillery, which in turn drove the
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transition from above- to belowground field fortification. Based largely on primary
sourcesùincluding French, British, Austrian, and American military attache reports-Murray's
enlightening study is unique in defining, fully examining, and contextualizing the theories and
construction of field fortifications before World War I.
Volume IV of The Cambridge History of War offers a definitive new account of war in the most
destructive period in human history. Opening with the massive conflicts that erupted in the mid
nineteenth century in the US, Asia and Europe, leading historians trace the global evolution of
warfare through 'the age of mass', 'the age of machine' and 'the age of management'. They
explore how industrialization and nationalism fostered vast armies whilst the emergence of
mobile warfare and improved communications systems made possible the 'total warfare' of the
two World Wars. With military conflict regionalized after 1945 they show how guerrilla and
asymmetrical warfare highlighted the limits of the machine and mass as well as the importance
of the media in winning 'hearts and minds'. This is a comprehensive guide to every facet of
modern war from strategy and operations to its social, cultural, technological and political
contexts and legacies.
This sweeping new history recognizes that the Civil War was not just a military conflict but also
a moment of profound transformation in Americans' relationship to the natural world. To be
sure, environmental factors such as topography and weather powerfully shaped the outcomes
of battles and campaigns, and the war could not have been fought without the horses, cattle,
and other animals that were essential to both armies. But here Judkin Browning and Timothy
Silver weave a far richer story, combining military and environmental history to forge a
comprehensive new narrative of the war's significance and impact. As they reveal, the conflict
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created a new disease environment by fostering the spread of microbes among vulnerable
soldiers, civilians, and animals; led to large-scale modifications of the landscape across
several states; sparked new thinking about the human relationship to the natural world; and
demanded a reckoning with disability and death on an ecological scale. And as the guns fell
silent, the change continued; Browning and Silver show how the war influenced the future of
weather forecasting, veterinary medicine, the birth of the conservation movement, and the
establishment of the first national parks. In considering human efforts to find military and
political advantage by reshaping the natural world, Browning and Silver show not only that the
environment influenced the Civil War's outcome but also that the war was a watershed event in
the history of the environment itself.
Strategy, Evolution, and WarFrom Apes to Artificial IntelligenceGeorgetown University Press
Have humans always waged war? Is warring an ancient evolutionary adaptation or a relatively
recent behavior--and what does that tell us about human nature? In War, Peace, and Human
Nature, editor Douglas P. Fry brings together leading experts in such fields as evolutionary
biology, archaeology, anthropology, and primatology to answer fundamental questions about
peace, conflict, and human nature in an evolutionary context. The chapters in this book
demonstrate that humans clearly have the capacity to make war, but since war is absent in
some cultures, it cannot be viewed as a human universal. And counter to frequent presumption
the actual archaeological record reveals the recent emergence of war. It does not typify the
ancestral type of human society, the nomadic forager band, and contrary to widespread
assumptions, there is little support for the idea that war is ancient or an evolved adaptation.
Views of human nature as inherently warlike stem not from the facts but from cultural views
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embedded in Western thinking. Drawing upon evolutionary and ecological models; the
archaeological record of the origins of war; nomadic forager societies past and present; the
value and limitations of primate analogies; and the evolution of agonism, including restraint; the
chapters in this interdisciplinary volume refute many popular generalizations and effectively
bring scientific objectivity to the culturally and historically controversial subjects of war, peace,
and human nature.
A history of modern warfare discusses the techniques, technology, and theory of warfare from
the seventeenth century to today's high-tech weaponry.
DIVHighly informative and exhaustive study presents an exceptional collection of cases
examining such topics as warfare as the business of one sex, religion as a cause of war, and
war for the sake of glory. /div
The German Wars: A Concise History, 1859-1945 outlines the history of European warfare
from the Wars of German Unification to the end of the World War II. The title aside, the book is
not be another history of the German military; it takes a much broader approach looking at
political, social, economic, and military developments across Europe, and the United States
during the period. The “German War” part of the title is there because Germany plays the
central part in the story. But the key element threading its way through this volume is the
Industrial Revolution.
2020 L.A. Times Book Prize Finalist, History A provocative examination of how the U.S.
military has shaped our entire world, from today's costly, endless wars to the prominence of
violence in everyday American life. The United States has been fighting wars constantly since
invading Afghanistan in 2001. This nonstop warfare is far less exceptional than it might seem:
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the United States has been at war or has invaded other countries almost every year since
independence. In The United States of War, David Vine traces this pattern of bloody conflict
from Columbus's 1494 arrival in Guantanamo Bay through the 250-year expansion of a global
US empire. Drawing on historical and firsthand anthropological research in fourteen countries
and territories, The United States of War demonstrates how US leaders across generations
have locked the United States in a self-perpetuating system of permanent war by constructing
the world's largest-ever collection of foreign military bases--a global matrix that has made
offensive interventionist wars more likely. Beyond exposing the profit-making desires, political
interests, racism, and toxic masculinity underlying the country's relationship to war and empire,
The United States of War shows how the long history of U.S. military expansion shapes our
daily lives, from today's multi-trillion-dollar wars to the pervasiveness of violence and militarism
in everyday U.S. life. The book concludes by confronting the catastrophic toll of American
wars--which have left millions dead, wounded, and displaced--while offering proposals for how
we can end the fighting.
" ... Designed to present a readable, authoritative history of military operations -- in this
instance, of operations in the Western world that best convey the American experience of
warfare from the seventeenth century to the present."--Preface.
The greatly expanded and enhanced 2nd edition of A World History of War Crimes provides an
authoritative and accessible introduction to the global history of war crimes and the laws of
war. Tracing human efforts to limit warfare, from codes of war in antiquity designed to maintain
a religiously conceived cosmic order to the gradual use in the modern age of the criminal trial
as a means of enforcing universal humanitarian norms, Michael S. Bryant's book is a masterful
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one-volume account of the subject. This new edition includes, for the first time: * Two chapters
providing extensive coverage of the Americas, Africa and the Middle East * Strengthened
chronological boundaries – a new chapter on the Incas, Aztecs, Mayan, and North American
Indian tribes, as well as more material across all regions in ancient times; discussion of
contemporary war crimes committed in Afghanistan, Iraq, Myanmar and Syria * A
historiographical essay to broaden your understanding of the field * An added final chapter
focusing on the social, cultural and psychological aspects of the subject A World History of War
Crimes is vital reading for anyone needing to understand the history of war in one of its most
significant contexts.
The first authoritative history of American's longest war by one of the world's leading scholarpractitioners. The American war in Afghanistan, which began in 2001, is now the longest
armed conflict in the nation's history. It is currently winding down, and American troops are
likely to leave soon but only after a stay of nearly two decades. In The American War in
Afghanistan, Carter Malkasian provides the first comprehensive history of the entire conflict.
Malkasian is both a leading academic authority on the subject and an experienced practitioner,
having spent nearly two years working in the Afghan countryside and going on to serve as the
senior advisor to General Joseph Dunford, the US military commander in Afghanistan and later
the chairman of the joint chiefs of staff. Drawing from a deep well of local knowledge,
understanding of Pashto, and review of primary source documents, Malkasian moves through
the war's multiple phases: the 2001 invasion and after; the light American footprint during the
2003 Iraq invasion; the resurgence of the Taliban in 2006, the Obama-era surge, and the
various resets in strategy and force allocations that occurred from 2011 onward, culminating in
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the 2018-2020 peace talks. Malkasian lived through much of it, and draws from his own
experiences to provide a unique vantage point on the war. Today, the Taliban is the most
powerful faction, and sees victory as probable. The ultimate outcome after America leaves is
inherently unpredictable given the multitude of actors there, but one thing is sure: the war did
not go as America had hoped. Although the al-Qa'eda leader Osama bin Laden was killed and
no major attack on the American homeland was carried out after 2001, the United States was
unable to end the violence or hand off the war to the Afghan authorities, which could not
survive without US military backing. The American War in Afghanistan explains why the war
had such a disappointing outcome. Wise and all-encompassing, The American War in
Afghanistan provides a truly vivid portrait of the conflict in all of its phases that will remain the
authoritative account for years to come.
A new approach to ideas about war, from one of the UK's leading strategic thinkers In 1912 Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle wrote a short story about a war fought from underwater submersibles that
included the sinking of passenger ships. It was dismissed by the British admirals of the day,
not on the basis of technical feasibility, but because sinking civilian ships was not something
that any civilised nation would do. The reality of war often contradicts expectations, less
because of some fantastic technical or engineering dimension, but more because of some
human, political, or moral threshold that we had never imagined would be crossed. As
Lawrence Freedman shows, ideas about the causes of war and strategies for its conduct have
rich and varied histories which shape predictions about the future. Freedman shows how
looking at how the future of war was conceived about in the past (and why this was more often
than not wrong) can put into perspective current thinking about future conflicts. The Future of
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War - which takes us from preparations for the world wars, through the nuclear age and the
civil wars which became the focus for debate after the end of the Cold War, to present
preoccupations with hybrid and cyber warfare - is filled with fascinating insights from one of the
most brilliant military and strategic historians of his generation.
A major revision of our understanding of long-range bombing, this book examines how AngloAmerican ideas about "strategic" bombing were formed and implemented. It argues that ideas
about bombing civilian targets rested on--and gained validity from--widespread but
substantially erroneous assumptions about the nature of modern industrial societies and their
vulnerability to aerial bombardment. These assumptions were derived from the social and
political context of the day and were maintained largely through cognitive error and bias. Tami
Davis Biddle explains how air theorists, and those influenced by them, came to believe that
strategic bombing would be an especially effective coercive tool and how they responded when
their assumptions were challenged. Biddle analyzes how a particular interpretation of the
World War I experience, together with airmen's organizational interests, shaped interwar
debates about strategic bombing and preserved conceptions of its potentially revolutionary
character. This flawed interpretation as well as a failure to anticipate implementation problems
were revealed as World War II commenced. By then, the British and Americans had invested
heavily in strategic bombing. They saw little choice but to try to solve the problems in real time
and make long-range bombing as effective as possible. Combining narrative with analysis, this
book presents the first-ever comparative history of British and American strategic bombing
from its origins through 1945. In examining the ideas and rhetoric on which strategic bombing
depended, it offers critical insights into the validity and robustness of those ideas--not only as
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they applied to World War II but as they apply to contemporary warfare.
A wonderfully engaging, accessible introduction to war, from ancient times to the present and
into the future Throughout history, warfare has transformed social, political, cultural, and
religious aspects of our lives. We tell tales of wars—past, present, and future—to create and
reinforce a common purpose. In this engaging overview, Jeremy Black examines war as a
global phenomenon, looking at the First and Second World Wars as well as those ranging from
Han China and Assyria, Imperial Rome, and Napoleonic France to Vietnam and Afghanistan.
Black explores too the significance of warfare more broadly and the ways in which cultural
understandings of conflict have lasting consequences in societies across the world. Weaponry,
Black argues, has had a fundamental impact on modes of war: it created war in the air and
transformed it at sea. Today, as twentieth-century weapons are challenged by drones and
robotics, Black examines what the future of warfare looks like.
A monumental, groundbreaking work, now in paperback, that shows how technological and
strategic revolutions have transformed the battlefield Combining gripping narrative history with
wide-ranging analysis, War Made New focuses on four "revolutions" in military affairs and
describes how inventions ranging from gunpowder to GPS-guided air strikes have remade the
field of battle—and shaped the rise and fall of empires. War Made New begins with the
Gunpowder Revolution and explains warfare's evolution from ritualistic, drawn-out
engagements to much deadlier events, precipitating the rise of the modern nation-state. He
next explores the triumph of steel and steam during the Industrial Revolution, showing how it
powered the spread of European colonial empires. Moving into the twentieth century and the
Second Industrial Revolution, Boot examines three critical clashes of World War II to illustrate
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how new technology such as the tank, radio, and airplane ushered in terrifying new forms of
warfare and the rise of centralized, and even totalitarian, world powers. Finally, Boot focuses
on the Gulf War, the invasion of Afghanistan, and the Iraq War—arguing that even as cuttingedge technologies have made America the greatest military power in world history, advanced
communications systems have allowed decentralized, "irregular" forces to become an
increasingly significant threat.
How the Civil War changed the face of war The Civil War represented a momentous change in
the character of war. It combined the projection of military might across a continent on a scale
never before seen with an unprecedented mass mobilization of peoples. Yet despite the
revolutionizing aspects of the Civil War, its leaders faced the same uncertainties and vagaries
of chance that have vexed combatants since the days of Thucydides and the Peloponnesian
War. A Savage War sheds critical new light on this defining chapter in military history. In a
masterful narrative that propels readers from the first shots fired at Fort Sumter to the
surrender of Robert E. Lee's army at Appomattox, Williamson Murray and Wayne Wei-siang
Hsieh bring every aspect of the battlefield vividly to life. They show how this new way of
waging war was made possible by the powerful historical forces unleashed by the Industrial
Revolution and the French Revolution, yet how the war was far from being simply a story of the
triumph of superior machines. Despite the Union’s material superiority, a Union victory
remained in doubt for most of the war. Murray and Hsieh paint indelible portraits of Abraham
Lincoln, Ulysses S. Grant, William Tecumseh Sherman, and other major figures whose
leadership, judgment, and personal character played such decisive roles in the fate of a nation.
They also examine how the Army of the Potomac, the Army of Northern Virginia, and the other
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major armies developed entirely different cultures that influenced the war’s outcome. A military
history of breathtaking sweep and scope, A Savage War reveals how the Civil War ushered in
the age of modern warfare.
Introduction: How drugs made war and war made drugs -- Drunk on the front -- Where there's
smoke there's war -- Caffeinated conflict -- Opium, empire, and Geopolitics -- Speed warfare -Cocaine wars -- Conclusion: The drugged battlefields of the 21st century .
First published over thirty years ago, War in European History is a brilliantly written survey of
the changing ways that war has been waged in Europe, from the Norse invasions to the
present day. Far more than a simple military history, the book serves as a succinct and
enlightening overview of the development of European society as a whole over the last
millennium. From the Norsemen and the world of the medieval knights, through to the
industrialized mass warfare of the twentieth century, Michael Howard illuminates the way in
which warfare has shaped the history of the Continent, its effect on social and political
institutions, and the ways in which technological and social change have in turn shaped the
way in which wars are fought. This new edition includes a fully updated further reading and a
new final chapter bringing the story into the twenty-first century, including the invasion of Iraq
and the so-called 'War against Terror'.
Is there a 'Western way of war' which pursues battles of annihilation and single-minded military
victory? Is warfare on a path to ever greater destructive force? This magisterial account
answers these questions by tracing the history of Western thinking about strategy - the
employment of military force as a political instrument - from antiquity to the present day.
Assessing sources from Vegetius to contemporary America, and with a particular focus on
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strategy since the Napoleonic Wars, Beatrice Heuser explores the evolution of strategic
thought, the social institutions, norms and patterns of behaviour within which it operates, the
policies that guide it and the cultures that influence it. Ranging across technology and warfare,
total warfare and small wars as well as land, sea, air and nuclear warfare, she demonstrates
that warfare and strategic thinking have fluctuated wildly in their aims, intensity, limitations and
excesses over the past two millennia.
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